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Manhattan prep gmat practice test review

How would you perform if you took the GMAT today? This is a question that's probably in the back of your mind. While discovering your score as it currently stands might be a little intimidating, taking a practice exam is a big leap towards evaluating your GMAT strengths, weaknesses, and overall score range. Why not simulate exam day in the
comfort of your home or office? It never hurts to know your projected score and we're delighted to help you make that first step. Just like the actual GMAT, our free practice exam is computer-adaptive (CAT), meaning that it differs in levels of difficulty. Correct answers give way to harder questions in the next portion, mimicking precisely what you're
sure to face on exam day. We pride ourselves in providing a top tier practice test that enables you to experience the GMAT for yourself. What we're offering isn't just vaguely similar to the test, it's one of the closest things you'll get to the test. Diagnostic mock exams are a vital part of GMAT preparation. Not only do they facilitate students to identify
weaknesses, but they illuminate common errors and even time constraints pertinent to test day. Through taking them time and time again, they will help you in devising a GMAT strategy that will make the most impact—if not a dramatic difference in your overall score. So how close are you to your ideal score? There's only one way to find out. Click
the link below and fill out the form to receive instant access to our free GMAT computer-adaptive (CAT) practice exam. You could be enhancing your score within minutes, which means one step closer to your goals. Very hard on quant Slightly easier on verbal Value for money Inaccurate algorithm If you are using any one of Manhattan’s products for
your GMAT prep, it is pretty evident that you must be eyeing their 6 GMAT practice exams. After all, practice makes one perfect, and these exams can be an enticing purchase. Manhattan provides one free full fledge test and a set of 5 paid exams. Manhattan’s exams can be reset and retaken as many times as you like. To some students, this might
sound appealing, but reattempts are never accurate representations of your actual performance. On the other hand, since the GMAT is an adaptive exam, it means as you get better with more straightforward questions, the test can throw tougher ones. So, you can retake the same exams and have a different experience and question problems.
Nevertheless, retakes are never an accurate representation. Before making the purchase, it is quite natural that you may have some of the following queries: Are these exams accurate? Is their scoring algorithm reliable? Is their difficulty close to the actual tests Let’s try and answer these questions. 1) GMAC, the creators of the GMAT exam, do not
reveal any information regarding the GMAT scoring algorithm. Test prep companies have worked hard to crack the code, but none have been able to perfect it. So, expecting Manhattan to give a 100% accurate prediction of actual scores is merely a deception. Manhattan does give an excellent and thorough analysis of your performance to gauge your
strengths and weaknesses, but that’s it. Their scoring algorithm is not accurate or reliable. Except for the official GMAT prep exams, none provides a precise scoring. Generally, they underscore you on the quantitative part and overscore you on the verbal section. Hence don’t put your faith in the scores that you see on Manhattan exams. 2) Manhattan
has a vast pool of questions, which has been tested on thousands of past students. Each one of these questions has detailed explanations for your self-learning. Unfortunately, the questions are too harsh on the quantitative part, which can get ridiculously complicated. Demoralizing to an extent. They start throwing 700-800 level questions relentlessly
and right at the beginning, unlike the GMAT style. Manhattan tests a lot of long, wordy, and computationally unnecessary problems. GMAT prep, on the other hand, is more about subtle tricks and having rock-solid concepts. The real GMAT tries to mix up the topics. Hence, you cover as much of the material as possible, but MGMAT keeps it onedimensional. The verbal section has problems as well. It is just a tad easier than the actual GMAT. Passages are good – long, dense, and have subtle traps. Critical reasoning is a bit off. The critical reasoning questions also get unrealistically tricky as the level goes up. There is a lot of emphasis on grammar and little reliance on subtleties of the
meaning in the sentence correction. In a nutshell, Pros: MGMAT is very hard on quant, and somewhat similar on verbal. So it can be good practice if you are aiming for a really high score. Manhattan has excellent analytics, explanations, and user interface. Value for money. For less than 50 dollars, you can get six exams. Cons: Quant questions are
unnecessarily complicated. For an average test-taker, this can be devastating. The inaccurate scoring algorithm can lead to unrealistic scores. Recommendation: Take these tests in between your GMAT Prep tests as the GMAT Prep tests are limited and must be used wisely. Use the MGMAT tests to evaluate yourself and then work on your weaknesses
before moving on to the GMAT prep tests to see any improvements. In short, if you want to feel the heat of the GMAT exam and be harsh on yourself, then MGMAT exams are helpful. But judging your own real GMAT capabilities with their results, it will be a little off-target. Intern Joined: 25 Mar 2020 Posts: 6 Schools: Tuck '23 (II) Are Manhattan
GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 03 Apr 2020, 16:40 I have the following practice test scores: Cat 1 - Q37, V33 (Manhattan) - 580Cat 2 - Q40, V35 (Manhattan) - 620Cat 3- Q39, V36 - (Manhattan) - 620Cat 4 (Official Practice) - Q45, V44 - 720Last weekend - Q41, V34 (Manhattan) - 620Today (Official Practice) - Q44, V47 - 750Has
anyone had a similar experience with Manhattan Prep? I'm not understanding the score differences. Could something in the wording of their questions just not be clicking with me? In other forums I have read, people see a jump from Manhattan Prep to Official GMAT practice, but a 130 point jump? Founder Joined: 04 Dec 2002 Posts: 25147 Location:
United States (WA) GPA: 3 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 03 Apr 2020, 16:49 Yes ... MGMAT quant is reported by a number test-takers to be harder... so you are correct in your suspicion Posted from my mobile device _________________ VP Joined: 15 Jan 2018 Posts: 1357 Concentration: General
Management, Finance GMAT 1: 720 Q50 V37 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 03 Apr 2020, 22:32 esm8193 - Welcome to GMAT Club! The official GMAT Prep CATs provide test-takers with the best score prediction. Even though they have tweaked the scoring algorithm, Manhattan GMAT and other test-preps
historically provide test-takers with lower scores than does the actual GMAT or GMAT Prep practice tests. Hence, at this point, a GMAT Prep CAT would provide you the best measure of your performance and testing abilities. At GMAT Club, we offer similar testing resources: GMAT Club Test Center. The GMAT Club Test Center contains questions
very similar to those available in official guides, GMAT Prep, and real-GMAT. Please take a few moments to check the reviews of GMAT Club Tests. All the best. GMAT Club Tests Reviews: ... -345345662 _________________ Director Joined: 22 Feb 2018 Posts: 787 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 04 Apr 2020,
08:37 As BB rightly said, Manhattan mock tests - especially quant section, are harder compared to Official test. You better to not focus on such score difference rather focus on weak areas. You can consider such test to improve your pacing & stamina. EMPOWERgmat Instructor Joined: 19 Dec 2014 Status:GMAT Assassin/Co-Founder Affiliations:
EMPOWERgmat Posts: 20377 Location: United States (CA) Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 04 Apr 2020, 14:30 Hi esm8193,The scoring algorithm on the Official GMAT is far more complicated than most people realize. Since that algorithm is proprietary, no GMAT company has an exact match for it, thus CAT
scores can vary a bit based on the 'biases' involved in their respective designs. The most realistic CATs available are the 6 from GMAC, but the CATs from Kaplan, MGMAT and Veritas are all 'close enough' to the real thing that they will provide you with a relatively realistic score assessment (assuming that you correctly take the CAT in a realistic
fashion). The MGMAT CATs are generally regarded as being a little tougher than the real thing, but a 130 point difference seems dubious, so we'll have to consider more than just the "brand" of practice CAT that you're taking. You listed 2 Official CAT results - did you take either of those CATs before? I ask because retaking a CAT that you've already
taken is NOT a realistic way to assess your skills - since you will likely see some 'repeat' questions that you have already faced. Unfortunately, seeing even a couple of repeats can 'throw off' the Scoring Algorithm and impact your pacing, energy levels, fatigue, etc. (meaning that they would likely all appear to be better than they actually are). Before I
can offer you any additional advice for your studies, it would help if you could provide a bit more information on how you've been studying and your goals:Studies:1) How long have you studied? How many hours do you typically study each week?2) What study materials have you used so far?3) On what dates did you take EACH of your CATs/mocks
Goals:4) What is your overall goal score?5) When are you planning to take the GMAT?6) When are you planning to apply to Business School and what Schools are you planning to apply to?GMAT assassins aren't born, they're made,Rich _________________ Intern Joined: 25 Mar 2020 Posts: 6 Schools: Tuck '23 (II) Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests
that much harder? [#permalink] 04 Apr 2020, 14:42 Hey Rich! To answer your first question, the two official CATs were distinct, no repeats. Studies:1) How long have you studied? How many hours do you typically study each week?- I started studying in December, and dedicate about 10 hours a week. 2) What study materials have you used so far?I
completed a Manhattan in person course, including all the assigned coursework. I completed all quant and sentence correction questions in the OG2020. 3) On what dates did you take EACH of your CATs/mocksDecember Early FebruaryEnd of February Early March1 week ago Yesterday Goals:4) What is your overall goal score? 7305) When are you
planning to take the GMAT? ASAP! I was scheduled for early April but it was cancelled due to COVID19. 6) When are you planning to apply to Business School and what Schools are you planning to apply to? Not certain yet, but open to any Top20 schools.Posted from my mobile device EMPOWERgmat Instructor Joined: 19 Dec 2014 Status:GMAT
Assassin/Co-Founder Affiliations: EMPOWERgmat Posts: 20377 Location: United States (CA) Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 04 Apr 2020, 14:47 Hi esm8193,I've sent you a PM with some additional questions. GMAT assassins aren't born, they're made,Rich _________________ VP Joined: 11 Feb 2015 Posts:
1131 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 05 Apr 2020, 05:38 esm8193 wrote:I have the following practice test scores: Cat 1 - Q37, V33 (Manhattan) - 580Cat 2 - Q40, V35 (Manhattan) - 620Cat 3- Q39, V36 - (Manhattan) - 620Cat 4 (Official Practice) - Q45, V44 - 720Last weekend - Q41, V34 (Manhattan) 620Today (Official Practice) - Q44, V47 - 750Has anyone had a similar experience with Manhattan Prep? I'm not understanding the score differences. Could something in the wording of their questions just not be clicking with me? In other forums I have read, people see a jump from Manhattan Prep to Official GMAT practice, but a 130 point jump?
Your performance is much better in the official practice exam and you should use these scores in deciding on your future strategy.Manhattan practice exams should be used only for practice not for framing opinions about your preparation level.All the best! _________________ Manhattan Prep Instructor Joined: 04 Dec 2015 Posts: 942 GMAT 1: 790 Q51
V49 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 05 Apr 2020, 12:20 esm8193 wrote:I have the following practice test scores: Cat 1 - Q37, V33 (Manhattan) - 580Cat 2 - Q40, V35 (Manhattan) - 620Cat 3- Q39, V36 - (Manhattan) - 620Cat 4 (Official Practice) - Q45, V44 - 720Last weekend - Q41, V34 (Manhattan) 620Today (Official Practice) - Q44, V47 - 750Has anyone had a similar experience with Manhattan Prep? I'm not understanding the score differences. Could something in the wording of their questions just not be clicking with me? In other forums I have read, people see a jump from Manhattan Prep to Official GMAT practice, but a 130 point jump?Yes,
the MPrep tests tend to be a little harder on Quant (although that isn't the case for everyone who takes them - I've seen many people get very similar official scores to their MPrep scores.) That said, I've also heard anecdotally that the GMATPrep official practice tests are a bit easier in Quant than the real thing. Assuming that you're doing the practice
tests exactly how you'll do the real thing, and there are zero external factors that might affect your score either way, the truth is probably somewhere in between your two scores. That said, because practice tests are invariably somewhat different from the official test no matter how hard you try and how good the test algorithm is... you should use
them to tell you in a general sense whether you're in the right range, not predict exactly what your score will be. So, for example, if your Quant goal score was 40, I'd say that you should be moderately confident about hitting 40 or higher on your official test, since you're obviously in the right range! But if your Quant goal was 50, these tests would be
a sign that you should continue working. _________________ Target Test Prep Representative Joined: 14 Oct 2015 Status:Founder & CEO Affiliations: Target Test Prep Posts: 15473 Location: United States (CA) Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 06 Apr 2020, 10:25 Hi esm8193You ask a great question. Certainly,
when you take practice tests from companies other than GMAC, you may find some variation in algorithms used and thus variations in your score. So, honestly, the fact that you scored 720 and 750 on your official GMAC practice exams is a really good sign! Also, based on the score breakdowns of those practice exams, it's clear that quant is more of a
weakness than verbal. So, if you need any advice on how to improve your quant skills, feel free to reach out.Good luck! _________________ Senior Manager Joined: 20 Apr 2020 Status:The only time success comes before work is in the dictionary Posts: 401 Location: Italy WE:Accounting (Consulting) Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much
harder? [#permalink] 12 Jul 2020, 05:31 ccooley wrote:esm8193 wrote:I have the following practice test scores: Cat 1 - Q37, V33 (Manhattan) - 580Cat 2 - Q40, V35 (Manhattan) - 620Cat 3- Q39, V36 - (Manhattan) - 620Cat 4 (Official Practice) - Q45, V44 - 720Last weekend - Q41, V34 (Manhattan) - 620Today (Official Practice) - Q44, V47 - 750Has
anyone had a similar experience with Manhattan Prep? I'm not understanding the score differences. Could something in the wording of their questions just not be clicking with me? In other forums I have read, people see a jump from Manhattan Prep to Official GMAT practice, but a 130 point jump?Yes, the MPrep tests tend to be a little harder on
Quant (although that isn't the case for everyone who takes them - I've seen many people get very similar official scores to their MPrep scores.) That said, I've also heard anecdotally that the GMATPrep official practice tests are a bit easier in Quant than the real thing. Assuming that you're doing the practice tests exactly how you'll do the real thing,
and there are zero external factors that might affect your score either way, the truth is probably somewhere in between your two scores. That said, because practice tests are invariably somewhat different from the official test no matter how hard you try and how good the test algorithm is... you should use them to tell you in a general sense whether
you're in the right range, not predict exactly what your score will be. So, for example, if your Quant goal score was 40, I'd say that you should be moderately confident about hitting 40 or higher on your official test, since you're obviously in the right range! But if your Quant goal was 50, these tests would be a sign that you should continue
working.What, on average, is the difference between an Official Mock Test and a Manhattan one? More on 20-30 difference or 30-40? I would like to know these numbers so that I can compare my scores. Thank you in advance! Manager Joined: 12 May 2020 Posts: 58 GPA: 4 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink]
26 Sep 2020, 04:47 esm8193 have you already taken the real GMAT?I'm very curious about your score, because I had a similar experience with a MGMAT CAT today (my first one from MGMAT, scored 590, Q42, V31).My goal is 650 and I will take the real deal in about 4 weeks.Thanks in advance! Intern Joined: 25 Mar 2020 Posts: 6 Schools: Tuck '23
(II) Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 26 Sep 2020, 10:12 ArneNie wrote:[b]esm8193[/b Have you already taken the real GMAT?I'm very curious about your score, because I had a similar experience with a MGMAT CAT today (my first one from MGMAT, scored 590, Q42, V31).My goal is 650 and I will take the
real deal in about 4 weeks.Thanks in advance!I scored a 710, my experience is MGMAT's are WAY harder and practice CATs are a little easier. Intern Joined: 21 Jul 2020 Posts: 42 Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 06 Oct 2020, 19:54 esm8193 wrote:ArneNie wrote:esm8193[/b Have you already taken the real
GMAT?I'm very curious about your score, because I had a similar experience with a MGMAT CAT today (my first one from MGMAT, scored 590, Q42, V31).My goal is 650 and I will take the real deal in about 4 weeks.Thanks in advance!I scored a 710, my experience is MGMAT's are WAY harder and practice CATs are a little easier.Congratulations on
your score!I am in the same position as you guys were, and I think MGMAT kind of disturbed my confidence.Can you tell me when did you take the official test? I’m interested in knowing if you worked harder after your mock tests’ scores for a couple of weeks or you took the test just after. What was your last CAT score before the official exam and
how far was it from the exam?Thank you in advance [b]Posted from my mobile device Manager Joined: 12 May 2020 Posts: 58 GPA: 4 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 10 Oct 2020, 12:42 Hey BasheraI highly recommend you to spend a few hours on the structured CAT reviewer from MGMAT. This tool really
helped me a lot to understand what prevented me from reaching my target score and which areas I should work on. For example, I recognized that I had a huge timing problem in Verbal, which was the reason for answering the last 6 questions in Verbal wrong (my Verbal score dropped from 83%ile to 61%ile because of that). Today I took the first
official practice test and scored 680 (Q48, V35) - the reason for at least a part of this improvement is surely the structured CAT reviewBest regards Intern Joined: 14 Mar 2016 Posts: 22 Concentration: Finance, Marketing GPA: 3.65 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 10 Dec 2020, 19:50 esm8193 wrote:I have
the following practice test scores: Cat 1 - Q37, V33 (Manhattan) - 580Cat 2 - Q40, V35 (Manhattan) - 620Cat 3- Q39, V36 - (Manhattan) - 620Cat 4 (Official Practice) - Q45, V44 - 720Last weekend - Q41, V34 (Manhattan) - 620Today (Official Practice) - Q44, V47 - 750Has anyone had a similar experience with Manhattan Prep? I'm not understanding the
score differences. Could something in the wording of their questions just not be clicking with me? In other forums I have read, people see a jump from Manhattan Prep to Official GMAT practice, but a 130 point jump?May I know your final GMAT score if you have already taken? I am also in the same state as you in evaluating Mgmat Test outcome.
Intern Joined: 17 Jun 2019 Posts: 5 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 21 Dec 2020, 06:19 Yes! I always get anywhere from 720-770 in the official mocks. Just took the free CAT by Manhattan prep and got 660 and looked it up and arrived here xD Intern Joined: 17 Aug 2020 Posts: 1 Re: Are Manhattan GMAT
Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 01 Feb 2021, 11:43 I experienced something very similar. Cat 1 - Manhattan GMAT Practice Test - 640 43Q/35VCat 2 - Manhattan GMAT Practice Test - 590 40Q/32VCat 3 - Manhattan GMAT Practice Test - 670 46Q/35VCat 4 - Manhattan GMAT Practice Test - 670 46Q/35VCat 5 - Manhattan GMAT
Practice Test - 670 43Q/38VCat 6 - Official GMAT Practice Test - 730 48Q/42V Re: Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 05 Jun 2021, 06:47 Hi Guys, I am under the same fix currently. My confidence is also shaken owing to this fact.With MGMAT CAT I am experiencing the same trend in quant. With me, a good score
range of 49 to 51 is maintained until first 8 questions. Then due to algorithm the upcoming mid bracket of 8 to 10 questions is so hard and time consuming that I loose out a lot of time, but end up answering most of the tough questions correctly. The disaster happens when I am left with almost no time and I have to guess the last 10 to 15 questions
and due to incorrect and inaccurate guessing, the score consequetively declines.I seriously need help about how to manage the time for quant because sure as hell I cant solve all questions to perfection. Confused about what point of time would be correct to guess and move on and when to actually invest time and solve. Any indicators or any
comments are appreciated.M.Posted from my mobile device Intern Joined: 21 Dec 2019 Posts: 6 Location: India Schools: Columbia CBS '24, Darden '24, Fuqua '24, ISB '23, Judge '23, Kellogg '24, LBS '24, McCombs '24, McDonough '24, NTU, Said '23, Ross '24, Bocconi, Sloan '24, Stanford '24, Tepper '24, Tuck '24, Wharton '24, Yale '24 Are
Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] Updated on: 10 Aug 2021, 07:38 Just found this thread and my eyes are opened. So far my performance: Cat 1 - Official GMAT Practice Test 1 - 650 ---After 2 months of studyCat 2 - Manhattan GMAT Practice Test - 670Cat 3 - Manhattan GMAT Practice Test - 650Cat 4 - Manhattan
GMAT Practice Test - 640Cat 5 - Manhattan GMAT Practice Test - 680 Q45 V37 (Yesterday)I was hoping for 720+ on yesterday's CAT. I have been pushing my test date since a month not because of bad scores on Manhattan tests. I know they are hard and have been told that people usually score +30 on GMAT. I have a 750 target, So for Manhattan, I
wanted to achieve a 720-730 and then take the official practice test 2. I score Q50 on Gmat Club tests and V37 on Manhattan mocks. Is Manhattan verbal also tougher than the official GMAT? I think I will take the official mock now!Edit : Cat 6 - Official GMAT Practice Test 1 - 730 Q50 V39 (Today) Originally posted by arpang on 09 Aug 2021, 10:07.
Last edited by arpang on 10 Aug 2021, 07:38, edited 2 times in total. Are Manhattan GMAT Practice tests that much harder? [#permalink] 09 Aug 2021, 10:07 Moderator: 1357 posts
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